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Saving the dome of St Peter's 

Rowland Mainstone 

The masonry dome of the pope's church of St Peter in Rome is one of the largest in existence 
In spannlng approx~mately 42 5 m it is comparable only w~th the domes of the Roman Pantheon 
and Florence Cathedral and it is partly matched ~n other respects only by the latter which must have 
served as the principal model for it Grow~ng fears for ~ t s  stability in the early eighteenth century 
and the actions taken to allay them in 1742-48 would therefore be of Interest however the fears had 
ansen and whatever the response had been The fact that this response entruled the first attempts to 
apply new scient~fic tools of statical analysis to a major standing structure makes the whole ep~sode 
of even greater slgn~ficance in the h~story of construction Moreover the attempts were unusually 
fully recorded and most of the records survive 

These attempts are therefore the main subject of the present papel To set the scene we shall 
merely take a bnef look first at the hlstory of the dome's constructlon, at the subsequent fears, and 
at the state of scientific onderstandlng in 1742 

Construction of the new church and its dome 

Construction of a completely new church 
to replace Constantine's early 4th century 
timber-roofed one had begun in 1506 under 
the architect Bramante' The piers and 
linking arches destined to carry a vast 
central Pantheon-like dome were built in 
some haste over the next few years. But 
there followed almost a century of stop-go 
construction with repeated changes in 
design of both the church as a whole and 
the dome. Sangallo reinforced the piers to 
carry an even heavier dome as part of a 
more grandiose design. Michelangelo 
scaled this design back in a masterly 
manner and had the arches further 
reinforced before the drum that was to cany 
his dome was built in the late 1550s 
(Fig. 1). After another lengthy hiatus after 
his death an attic was added to this drum by 
della Porta and, between 1589 and 1590, he 
also built the dome itself to a slightly higher 
profile than Michelangelo had intended 
(Fig. 2). 

Like that of Florence Cathedral the dome F~gure I The drum unde~ constructlon m the late 1550s, 

is double shelled over much of its height seen from the south. Below it, a temporary structure 
incorporating the original apse of the Constantinian church 

with internal meridional ribs (Fig. 3). It protects the saint's shrine (drawing by Dosio). 
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Figure 2. The ,outli-west exterior of the 
church seen from the Vatican gardens (author) 

differs in being circular rather than octagonal (Fig. 4) 
and, probably to speed construction, in having been 
built on centring, although this circularity would have 
made construction without centring much easier than it 
was in Florence.' 

Over part of its height, the drum consists only of 16 
piers separated by windows and linked by spur walls to 
coupled columns acting with these walls as outer 
buttresses. The piers are bridged above the windows by 
a bold entablature that projects forwards over the 
buttresses, and above this by the continuous ring of the 
attic and the lowest part of the dome. When the dome 
divides into two shells, the ribs effectively continue the 
piers upwards until they terminate in another 
continuous ring at the crown, which is surmounted by a 
lantern. Construction of the drum and buttresses is of 
stone with rubble fills and with spiral stairs inserted in 
four of the drum piers for access to the dome. This 
masonry gives way to brickwork in the dome. Two 
circumferential wrought iron eye-bar chains of about 
75 cm' total cross section were built into the lower half 
of the dome as construction proceeded (Fig. 5 and 
lettered L,L in Fig. 8 and P,P in Fig. 9 and n,u in 
Fig.13). 

Growing fears for the dome's stability and 
Vanvitelli proposals in 1742 

Meridional cracking that probably developed as the 
centring was removed (if not before) would soon have 
been hidden on the inside by the setting beds for the 
mosaic decoration and by the lead sheathing of the 
exterior. It was again becoming noticeable at least by 
1631, as must associated cracking of the drum and spur 
walls of the buttresses. Bv 1680 it had become 
sufficiently conspicuous to give rise t o  Iumonrs that the 
dome was in danger.] But the fears were then judged to 
have been exaggerated and no action was taken. 
Further concerns arose after an earthquake in 1730. In 
1735 swallow-tail spies were inserted to monitor future 
movements. Matters came to a head in 1742 when 
Vanvitelli, the architect responsible for the church, 
prepared a report recommending various strengthening 
 measure^.^ -- \@Jde. . . Having examined both the dome and all its supports 

Figure 3. Elevat~on of the dome interior he concluded that there was nothins nluch wrons with ., 
sectioned th ro l~ l l  the sllpportillg arches the piers and their foundations, He also thought that 
and pln~is at drum level and the level at which 

shells divide Letarouillv, Bnsilior,e cracks in two of the main arches spanning between 

Figure 4. Looking down into the church from the dome showing the circolar base for the drum (author). 

the trouble lay in the dome itself and the drum and 
buttresses. Its outward thrust had been too great for the 
adhesion of the mortar and the encircling chains. 

To safeguard it in the future he recommended 
first the addition of three or four new chains 
suitably encased. They were to be supplemented 
chiefly by various reinforcements and 
consolidations of the masonry. No analysis was 
presented of the forces to be resisted and none 
seems to have been attempted. 

There was nothing new in adding chains in this way. 
Similar additions had recently been made elsewhere, 
notably at the cathedral of Montefiascone and St 
Mark's in Veni~e.~The lack of quantitative analysis to 
justify the need and establish the necessary cross 
sections was also typical. But developments in 
theoretic understanding of how arched and vaulted 
structures behave and of structural stability in general 
did now open up the possibility of such analysis. 

Figure 5 .  Interior detail of the donle between the 
two shells at the level at which they divide, A Structural understanding and possibilities of 
short length of the o~iginal upper circumferentinl quantitative in 
tie is exposed at the lower right a little beneath 
the solface of the inner shell. The slight A brief outline of these developu~ents must suffice 
thickemngs of the shells just beyond t h ~ s  polnt 
and anail, in the distance mark the entrances to for the benefit of any reader not already familiar with 

rle Saint Pierre. Paris. 1882. plates 7 and 24). them were of minor significance. He considered that passageways through two of the r ~ b s  (author) them." 
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The foundation of the new understanding was a precise generalised definition of the h~therto 
somewhat limited or nebulous concept of a force acting In any direct~on It gave a new precision 
and power to existing understanding of how forces acted and reacted with one another and the 
effects that they had 

One approach was to consider them directly. When they met at a point and there was no resulhng 
movement, any pair could be represented in both magnitude and d~rection by adjacent sides of a 
parallelogram and the th~rd would then be represented by ~ t s  diagonal or (what amounted to the 
same thing) all three could be represented by the three s~des of a triangle When, rather than so 
meeting, they acted m such a way at to tend to cause rotatlon about a point of support, ~t was 
necessary to consider the balance of their moments about that point (these moments being the 
products of the forces and the shortest d~stances from ~t of their tines of action). For equilibrium 
there should be no net moment. 

The other approach was less drect It cons~dered the work that each would do ~f there was a 
notional very small displacement of the body on which they acted (this work being the product of 
the force and the displacement) For equ~l~brium the total work should be zero 

The f i s t  approach was the first to benefit from the new precision In 1717 the second benefited 
similaily when Jean Bernoull~ gave a definitive statement of it, descnb~ng it as the principle of 
virtual displacements though we now refer to ~t as the principle of virtual work But it remained 
unpubl~shed until 1725 ' 

Application of either approach to a pract~cal structure called for a suitably simplified conceptual 
model, and devising this was not always easy Up to 1742 only the first approach had been so 
applied 

The structural form that was easiest to model was the hanging chain in which there was an easily 
visualised transmission of tension along its curve from one end to the other. As Hooke had realised 
as early as 1670, there must be a similar transmission of compression from voussoir to voussoir in 
an arch - "utpendet contin~i~rrnflexile sic stabit invers~rm contig~r~rrn rigidurn" as he later published 
the idea in anagram form.'And in 1717 Stirling had explicitly modelled the voussoirs as frictionless 
balls. Consideration of the forces acting at successive points of contact from the crown downwards 
confirmed that these would follow an inverted catenary (Fig. 6).9 For design purposes however, this 
modelling was directly relevant only to the choice of profile, which was of less practical 

importance than the emphasis sometimes 
placed on it if (as usual) the arch ring had 
significant depth. 

More relevant to the problem at St Peter's 
was the support requirement, in other words 
the horizontal thmst to be resisted. Early 
attempts by La Hire to calculate this for the 
arch were based on somewhat unrealistic 
models.'" I730 Cooplet proposed a more 
realistic model." He based it on the 
observation that, when the supports began to 
move aside by rotating about the outer 
extremities of their feet, actual arches tended 
to give way by the hinge-like opening of joints 
in three other locations -on the extrados at the 

u I I crown and on the intrados in both haunches. 
The five effective hinges in all reduced the 

Figul-e 6 .  Stirling's model of the arch as engraved for arch to four rigid bodies whose equilibrium 
Poleni's Mernorie istoridle (from plate D). could easily be analysed by considering 

dlrectly the forces at the hinges and the balance 
a 0  o * 

of moments actlng on the supports (Rg 7) 
Nothng sirmlar had yet been attempted for the 

three-d~mens~onal structure of the dome, although 
the possibility of regarding it simply as a nng of 
arches tapenng in width as they approached the 
crown had been seen by Hooke when he had the 
hunch in 1671 that the  deal profile was not a 
catenary (as it was for the simple arch of uruform 
cross section but a Flgure 7 Couplet's model of the arch w~th  base h~nges 
parabola '" at R and F, a crown hlnge at A, and hlnges In the 

It was thanks to concern for St Peter's and to haunches at T and K (from Memorres de I'Academle 

the then pope, Benedict XIV, that the attempt des Scrences, 1730) 

was made, and it was this attempt that first 
adopted the second approach. 

Commissioning of the three mathematicians and their Parere 

As a humanist with wide contacts and some knowledge of what had already been achieved 
scientifically, the pope did not immediately accept Vanvitelli's proposals. Nor, as would probably have 
happened earlier, did he simply appoint a commission of Vanvitelli's peers to review them and either 
endorse them or hammer out a fresh consensus." Instead he commissioned an independent report from 
three leading mathematicians (or scientists as we 
should probably now call them). They were 
Thomas Le Seur, Fran~ois Jacquier, and Ruggiero 
Boscovich, all professors at the University of 
Rome and at the forefront of ongoing research. 
They reported after a remarkably short space of 
time on 8 January 1743.'" 

In order to construct an appropriate model as 
a basis for analysis they sought first, by repeated 
detailed inspection, to learn as much as possible 
about the present state of the dome and all that 
it could disclose. They itemised and depicted on 
the best available drawings the damage they 
observed." This depiction most have served as 
the basis for fig.1 (the-p~incipal figure) of the 
plate appended to their report (here Fig. 8), 
though the cracking shown through the 
thickness at V near the springing level could 
only have been surmised from what they could 
see on the exterio~ For comparison, Fig. 9 
shows corresponding views and a partial plan 
from a slightly later much more comprehensive 
and precise survey.16 In the plan the crack that 
extends u~wards from the crown of the annular CVPOLA -01 S .  P I E T R O  

vault of the access ramps and lettered in Figure 8 Externdl and ~ntanal  palt elevations of the 
dome, the latter qectloned through the pendentlves, 

Fig 8 1s seen circling around the walkway showine clacks observed bv the three mathematic~ans 
above the vault. (From Parere rll tre nlattenmticl). 
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Reflecting on the significance of the observed 
behaviour as a whole, they concluded, as 
Vanvitelli had done, that there was no risk of 
further damage from continuing settlements of 
the main piers and arches. They were much more 
concerned by the cracking in the dome, the way 
the relatively weak drum and buttresses were 
allowing it by spreading outwards at the top, and 
by indications (including broken spies) that the 
movements were continuing and not merely part 
of a harmless initial settling down." They thus 
saw the outward thrusting of the dome, weighed 
down also by the lantern, as the real threat to 
.future safety. As evidence of this thrusting action, 
they referred to the damage to the spur walls of 
the drum buttresses and to the splitting of the base 
by the circumferential crack just referred to.'8 

While the radial cracking into lunes offered the 
possibility of a somewhat similar model to that 
adopted by Couplet, the complex three- 
dimensional geometry and the much more 
extensive cracking precluded its direct adoption 
and made modelling difficult in four ways: 

-- 
1) In place of the crown voussoir or voussoirs of 

Figure 9. Similar part elevations to those in Fig. 8 
with the internal olle now sectioned througll a main an arch there was an 'pen ring and, above 
arch and a part plan at the level of the €007 of the a lantern 
drum (from Vanvitelli's survey of the state of the 2) They found no evidence of hinging of the 
dome in 1743 as engraved, somewhat simplified, for 
Poleni's Memorie isroriche. Stato de' difetti. date3 11. lunes in the haunch legion' down' 
XI and XVI) horizontal cracks suggested hinging at several 

levels In the drum piers 
3) In add~t~on to the clack through the base there were assoc~ated steeply ~nc l~ned  cracks In the 

spur walls above 
4) The lunes were not of un~form th~ckness, e~ther throughout the11 he~ght or c~rcumferentlally 

as nb and ~nfill sectlons alternated Nor were the drum and buttresang fully continuous 
c~~cumferent~ally 

To cope with the first three difficulties, they modified Couplet's model as  follow^:'^ 

1) They treated the crown ring of the dome in the same way as the crown voussoir of an arch. 
2) In the absence of visible evidence of hinging in the dome above its springing level, they 

assumed a single hinge at this level (H in their small fig. 2 of the present Fig. 8). 
3) They took into account the splitting of the buttresses and outer part of the base from the 

piers of the drum and inner part of the base by making separate analyses a) without it and 
b) with it ignoring resistance to relative displacement along the cracks. 

Witho~~t the splitting they also ignored the evidence of hinging at other levels in the drum 
and considered all hinging of the unified support provided by attic, drum and buttresses to 
occur at A in their fig. 1 "or a little higher". 
With it they considered all hinging of the attic and drum to occur at the level of the widow 

sills (a in their fig. I), again ignoring the evidence of hinging at other levels in the drum 
piers. They also made further assumptions that they described as allowing for the high 
compressions, but that are better seen as making some allowance for the actual hinging at 
higher levels in the drum. The principal one was that the hinge H would not rise as the 
support rotated under the thrust but would be displaced horizontally. Clearly this was 
intended to apply to the estimated movement of the centre of gravity of the dome. But it is 
less clear how it was assumed to affect the movements of the centres of gravity of the drum 
and buttresses and outer base. In relation to the contribution of the buttresses and outer base, 
they merely mention a "small addition" without specifying it." 

4) Their ingenious way round the fourth difficulty and other three-dimensional complexities to 
was to consider the equilibrium not of individual lunes and their supports but of the three- 
dimensional system as a whole. This took advantage of its overall radial symmetry if the 
differences between the dome ribs and intervening sections were ignored and likewise the 
circumferential variations in the support including the relative weakness of the four drum 
piers with internal stairs. 

To assess this equilibrium they made virtual-work analyses for the entire system rather than 
considering directly the balance of internal  force^.^' l e y  estimated the virtual work that would be 
done against the chain tensions and against or by the rising and falling weights of lantern, dome, 
and their supports for a notional unit outward displacement at the level of the intermediate hinge 
H. Their calculated weights were for the whole ring of radial slices into which dome, attic, and 
drum were assumed to have split and their calculated inward radial forces exerted by the chains 
were the total forces arollnd the circumference. 

Striking the balance called merely for estimates of yield strengths, weights, and centres of 
gravity, followed by determinations of the relative displacements -radial for the chains and vertical 
for the weights. Chain tensions were estimated as strengths near failure - a reasonable basis for an 
analysis of the possibility of collapse - using Musschenbroek's test values." A further simple 
application of the virtual work principle showed them that the total extension of the chains would 
be 2n x their radial displacements." 

However they did not present their analyses in full on the grounds that "experts in geometry 
well versed in calculation would easily see for themselves how to pr~ceed". '~ Moreover, just as 
they did not define precisely where they assumed the hinge positions to be, they did not define 
precisely the assumed line of the break between drum and buttresses for the second case, and they 
gave only some of their estimates of relevant weights and no indications of their estimated centres 
of gravity. They merely indicated very diagrammatically in their small fig.5 some of the other 
displacements that would take place as a result of the assumed displacement at the middle hinge 
and then tabulated their estimates of the forces exerted by the weights and the chains for a unit 
displacement there. 

The present Figs. 10 and 11 are therefore only tentative reconstructions, incomplete in Fig. 11 
because of the greater uncertainties there about some of their estimates and a~snmptions.2~ Since 
they did not fully specify their assumed hinge p o s i t i o ~ , n u m e ~ a s  similar analyses were made for 
other possible positions. Those reproduced / ace th6nes  that led t o h e s t  overall agreement with 
the displacements implied by their estimated forces. These displacements c not have been scaled 
directly from large-scale plots of fbLe displace~nents.'~ They could have '", be arrived at only as 

5e the ratios of two measurementylt was therefore assumed that the actual measu ments were those 
lettered a, b, c, d and x, y,in the smaller explanatory drawings for rotations a out the relevant 
instantaneous centres of rotation. If this assumption is correct, it was probabl the first major 
occasion when the idea/ gf the instantaneous centre was put to practical use." 

!i 
Without splitting of the buttresses and outer part of the base from the piers of theldrum and inner 
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Figure 10. Reconstructed virtual-work analysis by Figure 11. Reconstructed virtual-work analysis by 
the three mathematicians assuming no separation the three mathematicians assumng a separation of 
of buttresses and drum (author). buttresses and drum (author). 

part of the base, the forces in M libbre (1 l~bbra = 3.3N) for a unrt displacement at the central hinge 
were:I8 

the two cha~ns 2 674919 stabllrslng 
the rising attic, drum, buttresses and bdse 18 373475 stabdlsrng 
the falling lantern 1 853235 destabrllsing 

Even without taking into account the further stabilising action of the lifting of the dome as its 
base was lifted by the outwardly rotating support, the stabilisiilg action of the chains and the rising 
weight of drum, buttresses and base exceeded by such a large margin the destabilising action of the 
falling lantern that they did not even estimate the action of the dome. Had this further action been 
included the excess of stabilising action would have been about 27M libbre (90MN). 

With the splitting, the forces were:29 

the two chains 
the rising attic 
the rising drum 
the buttresses 
the outer part of the base 
the falling lantern 
the falling dome 

2.674919 stabilising 
0.867444 stabilising 
1.266690 stabilising 
0.574555 stabilising 
0.752686 stabilising 
2.961060 destabilising 
6.412590 destabilising 

The estrmated stabilrsing actron thus fell short of the destabll~s~ng actlon by more than 3M libbre 
(10MN) They argued that thls shortcoming Indicated a possible nsk to tuture satety and took ~t as 

the basis for determining what additional inward tie force was desirable at the intermediate hinge 
level. They also considered that, to insure further against accidents, it was desirable not only to tie 
the dome in this way to prevent it thrusting outwards but also to tie its support to enable it to resist 
any thrust. They therefore proposed new chains at the springing level, around the drum cornice, and 
around the base, all of 62 cm2 cross section, the first to prevent thrusting and the others to resist a 
possible thrust. In addition, but now without giving their reasons, they recommended chains at the 
base of the lantern and mid height of the dome, plus reinforcement of the buttressing and the 
making good of existing cracks.'O 

Initial reactions to the Parere and the Three Mathematicians' Riflessioni 

Whether the pope was alarmed by this assessment or merely wary it is difficult to say. He 
responded by ordering the immediate publication of the Parere and seeking other views before a 
decision was reached, notably by commissioning a second opinion on it from another eminent 
scientist, Giovanni Poleni, a professor at the University of Padua 

There were also meetings in Rome to discuss the report, at which further views were contributed 
in addition to written submissions. The three mathematicians' analyses were largely ignored. 
Nearly all emphasis was on diagnosis of the damage suffered and suggested remedies. Numerous 
contributors saw poor hasty construction, differential settlements, the great weight of the dome and 
lantern, alternating heat and cold, or occurrences like earthquakes and lightning, as prime or 
contributory causes of the present damage. But not all looked beyond them, as the three 
mathematicians had done, to identify aspects that might get worse and should be prevented from 
doing so. Nevertheless about half did agree with Vanvitelli and the three mathematicians that 
excessive thrust constituted the chief risk and called for additional ties to resist it." 

In response to the discussion and on the basis of two further inspections -but without yet having 
seen Poleni's comments on their Pnrere - the three mathematicians submitted a further report, their 
RijZessioni.lz 

In this they clarified some aspects of the Pnrere and further justified their conclosions about the 
nature of the hazard and its cause. In particular they insisted that the continuing damage to the dome 
did not stem from settlement of the piers or cracking of the main arches because there was no sign 
of continuing movement there. In response to the obvious objection that the dome should have 
collapsed already if their second analysis were correct, they made it clear that the calculated 
shortcoming there of the stabilising action ignored the resistance to relative displacement along the 
separation cracks between drum and buttresses. In other words, though they did not say so, it 
presented what might now be referred to as a lower bound worst dase for stability. It was because 
this resistance could not with certainty be estimated or relied upon that they saw the shortcoming 
as indicating the best force to ensure future safety. 

Poleni's Riflessior~i and Aggirinta 

Of all the views presented it is Poleni's that are of greatest interest however. These therefore are 
the only ones that will be considered further here. Working solely on the basis of the Pnrere and 
other material sent to him in Padua, and apparently without having seen the three mathematicians' 
Riflessioni, he first gave his views in a lengthy manuscript dispatched to Rome on 21 March - his 
own Riflessioni." 

Althoogh he found their model ingenious, he had difficulty in envisaging the actual dome 
behaving in the same way. Since it was built of mortared masonry and not timber or metal, he 
would expect considerable horizontal cracking above its springing level." He also doubted whether 
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the nbs could behave as one w~th  the Intervening webs 35 To test 
their model's behav~our, he made h ~ s  own small physlcal model of 
the whole dome and drum and cut ~t radially into four sechons and 
each secQon Into two at the spnnging level (Fig 12) He found that 
In thts model the rotations assumed by the three mathematlc~ans 
about the Intermediate and base hmges could not occur w~thout 
large openings whlch would lead to very hlgh local stresses at the 
polnts of contact 1n the real structure Ignonng the fact that there 
was a vast dlfference between spllttlng Into four sectlons (as In his 
model) and Into a far greater number, he saw thls as a further reason 
for rejecting the tluee mathematlcians' model 36 

Pra~seworthy as he found their approach, he therefore doubted 
J -  ~ t s  val~dity. 

F~gure 12 Polenl's small model of 
the co l l a~se  mode ~ l s ~ l ~ l ~ ~ ~ d  the More generally, he expressed the vlew that, although 
three mathemat~c~ans (from Rg I mathematical theory was useful m des~gn Iper fnbbrzche], ~t was 
of hrs Rrflessronr as redrawn for 
plate of Memone lstonche) less useful tor analyslng a damaged standlng structure dlversihes 

of form, materials, and manner of construction lead to such 
vanahons In behav~our that ~t prov~ded too uncertain a bas~s for speculating on the causes of 
damage It was necessaly to argue d~rectly from the facts " 

After levlewing current theory ~n more detail than the three mathematlclans had cons~dered 
neLessary and discussing the observed damage he gave h ~ s  own assessment of ~ t s  s~gn~ficance But, 
l ~ k e  others, he concentrated on its poss~ble early onglns and p a ~ d  less attention to contlnulng causes 
that could lead to a progresswe worsening He did not see the dome as belng In lmmedlate per11 
Nevertheless he agreed w~th the three mathematlcians about the deslrabllity of new chams and gave 
h ~ s  own lnltlal recommendat~ons for slzes and locations, though without givlng any bas~s for them 39 

On receipt of these Rzflesszonz, he was invited to Rome to see the sltuatlon for h~mself Thls he 
dld, apparently accompan~ed by Vanvitell~ who had already embarked on the major new survey 
referred to earl~er (Fig 9) 

In the much shorter Aggr~tntn " whlch he then wrote to supplement h ~ s  Rzflessronr, he stated that 
he found no evidence of damage to the piers, l~ttle to the arches, and st111 cons~dered the dome In 
no present danger. He nevertheless agreed that deviations from the perpendicular and cracks in the 
drum and dome would worsen wlth tlme and lead eventually to grave danger ~f nothtng was done 
He therefore now recommended four new chams, each wlth a cross section of 52 cm2 in the 
posltlons marked A, B, C, D In Flg 13, and gave full spec~ficahons for then fabricahon and 
installat~on " Agaln there was no supporting analys~s He merely stated that they would be larger 
than the existing chains. 

Installation of new ties and Poleni's Mernorie istoriche 

It was these recommendations that were finally accepted, apparently w~thout further reference to 
the tluee mathematlclans Vauv~tell~ was entrusted wlth lnstalllng the chams and w~th other deslrable 
works Cham lnstallat~on was completed In 1744 whlle work continued on mahng good earl~er 
damage, and Included that of an add~tional one at the base of the lantern (at E In Fig 13) after further 
llghtnlng damage" When, four yeas later, ~t was found that the upper onglnal cham was broken, 
another one was added l~ttle below it at Z in Fig 13 T h ~ s  largely completed the restoration " 

But lt was not qulte the end of the story 
After the first two new chalns had been installed, Polen~ was commlss~oned to wnte the account 

of the whole episode that has already cited several times as a source - h ~ s  Menzone lstorrche Thls 

Rowland Mainstone 

Flgure 13 Poslt~ons of the onglnnl 
c~rcumfereut~al chans (n and u) and 
added chams (A to E and Z) The 
manner of ~nstallat~on of the added 
ones 1s shown In the deta~l  (from 
Memo, re ~stonche plate K) 

was publ~shed four years later as a large fo l~o  volume of well over 200 pages of closely pnnted text 
In double-columns w~th  28 further pages of annotated told-out engraved ~llust~at~ons 

It 1s indeed the pnnc~pal slngle source for the entire episode from the ongins of the has~llca to 
the conclus~on of the remedlal works. But ~t 1s somewhat confus~ngly arranged and 1s not quite the 
comprehensive stra~ghtfonvard history that mght have been expected. In particular it not only fals  
to glve an adequate summary of h ~ s  Rlflesszonz in book 111 ~t also falls to lndlcate prec~sely what 
h ~ s  own subsequent contnbutlon to spec~fylng the remed~al works was. HIS just~ficat~on for these 
shortcomngs 1s that he had already ~ncluded descriptions of all h ~ s  tests and diagnoses m the latter 
part of book I.U4 These descnpt~ons are the pnnc~pal value of the book for the present purpose. We 
therefore turn to them next, merely notlng that none of them was undertaken to mdlcate deslrable 
cham strengths and that the most reasonable conclusion In the absence of any datlng 1s that all were 
undertaken only when he was back In Padua whlle lnstallat~ou of the chatns proceeded He most 
have relled more than he adm~ts on the thee mathemattclans' analyses and on Vanvitel11's 
judgement In spec~fylng what was to be done, In splte of earher having dismissed the analyses 

He desclibes four sets of tests of whlch br~ef mentlon should suffice for all but the first Of these 
latter tests the second set was on thermal expansion "The th~rd wiis an extensive series on iron bars 
to glve a better bas~s than Musschenbroek's tests for estimating the strengths of bars of particular 
cross sectlons '6 And the fourth was made merely to confirm approximately of the truth of the three 
mathematlclans' conclus~on that the total inwiud force exerted by a clrcular cham would be 2n x 
the direct tenslon (Fig 14) " 
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The first test was the only one directly relevant to assessing the 
dome's stability. Being familiar like the three mathematicians 
with the work of Hooke, La Hire, and particularly Stirling on arch 
behaviour, but again preferring experiment to calculation and 
more justifiably in this instance, he made a modified hanging 
chain model to determine a possible line of thrust through it. 
Ignoring his earlier objection to considering the webs as acting 
integrally with the ribs, he modelled an arbitrary 50th slice of the 
whole dome as a chain whose links carried lead weights " proportlonate to the weights of equ~valent sol~d vousso~r-hke 

9 sectlons Into whlcb he not~onally d~vided lt" Finding that the 
cham, suitably supported, assumed a curve that lay wholly within 

Figure 14 Polem's model to Vanv~tel l~ '~ cross sectlon when lt was ~nverted (Rg 15 left), he 
measure the total ~nward force 
exe~ted by an approx~mately 

now used thls fact to support h ~ s  earher view that the dome was 

circular tie ~h~ hanging weights not m itself m dangetg But surpns~ngly he left it at that 
oppose the ~nward forces and 
the~eby measure them (trom Looking back 
Memorle ~sronche pldte F) 

Loolung back w~th our present much wlder knowledge we see can see very clearly the 
d~fficult~es of assesslng the safety of a standlng structure like the dome In des~gning an as-yet 
unbu~lt struchlre, the des~gner IS free (wlthln the hmlts of practlcahty) to choose whatever 
charactenstlcs he would llke it to have But In assesslng a standlng structure ~ t s  complex present 
damaged state must be the startlng point and a vahd analys~s must allow adequately for all its 
relevant character~st~cs W~thout all our present knowledge, and without our present means of 
supplementing this by more revealing measures of changes talung place, the difficult~es of doing 
so wele much magnified 

The three mathematictans and Polen1 approached the task very d~fferently 

The three mathematicians' approach , 

The three mathematicians d ~ d  focus throughout on the problem of assessment m the light of all 
they could d~scover about the present state of the dome Having ~dent~fied the maln hazard, and 
w ~ t h  no precedent to gu~de them, they took the imaglnatlve leap from the h~ghly complex reality 
that confronted them to a s~mple model that was amenable to statlc analys~s based on recently 
developed theory. 

T h ~ s  model had somehow to recognlse both the partla1 break between the drum and ~ t s  buttresses 
and the multiple hinging. Since the support given to the drum by the buttresses could not be 
assessed with any certainty, it was reasonable to perfo~m two separate analyses bracketing the 
possibilities - one ignoring the break and the other for a complete brealc with the drum. Ignoring 
the break was highly optimistic and unsafe. Assuming in the second analysis that there was no 
resistance to relative translation was definitely on the safe side. But by what margin it would still 
be difficult to say without knowing more about the associated assumption aboot the displacement 
of the buttresses that was hinted at but not clearly specified. And the gap between the two analyses 
was so large that it left only the second as a guide. 

The ingenious assumption in this analysis of no lifting of the dome by the outward rotation of 
the drum was also almost certainly a safe recognition of the actual hinging of the drum that was 
otherwise ignored. But it is impossible to say by what margin without better information on the 
hinging. Vanvitelli's survey, showing fewer cracks than the three mathematicians' fig.1, suggests 
fewer hinges and a large margin. 

I TAV0LA.E. 1 F~gure 15 Left Polenl's 
determination of a thrust line, 
IeuxyV, in the dome, ignoring 
the ties. Whether intentionally 
or not it is roughly the line for 
minimum thrust passing 
through the crown hinge 
position indicated by cracks in 
the ribs. Right at a: the same 
thrust line extended to the base 
of the drum. Right at b: the 
corresponding thrust line 
deflected inwards by the 
original ties and similarly 
extended to the base of the 
drum (from Men~orie istoriche 
plate E with author additions on 
the right). 

Most doubts arise from the choice of hinge positions in the model. 
To start with the less important which had no major effect on the outcome, all hinges should 

really have been a little in from the faces of the masonry. The lowest should have been at the mean 
floor height of the access ramps (eight in all from the four entries over the pendentives rising to 
exits over the main arches) and not at the entry level as seems to have been assumed. And the top 
one should have been considerably higher than they show it in their small fig.2 and as it is seen in 
the present Figs. 10 and 11. It should have been more in line with the crack lettered OP in their fig. 1 
or the mean position of the same crack as shown in Vanvitelli's detailed elevations of all ribs." 

The level of the intermediate hinge is more critical and presents a greater problem. Despite the 
actual multiple hinging, there could only be one representative hinge for analysis to proceed. But 
it should not have been located at the springing l e ~ e l . ~ '  Even with the top hinge relocated, a single 
hinge there implies a thrust line between the two that would pass well below the dome soffit over 
most of its height. A higher location seems essential but it would have meant that there would have 
been more intermediate hinging to be allowed for somehow. 

Poleni's approach 

To these extents, Poleni's scepticism about the use of mathematical theory for analysing a 
damaged standing structure was justified on this occasion. But he failed to devise an alternative. 

He seems to have been distrustful of calculation and to have preferred to remain the experimental 
scientist. While he advanced the science by his tests of strengths and thermal expansion and by his 
adaptation of Stirling's model of the arch, he failed to make the full imaginative leap from the 
complex reality of the problem faced to seeing the full potential value of this model. 
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If only he had further developed lt by extend~ng the cham up to a polnt corresponding to the base of 
the d n ~ m  he could have obta~ned a complete thrust line down to the base (Fig 15 nght a) Better st~ll, 
he could have Included the be chams, representing theu Inward achons by attaching su~tably we~ghted 
honzontal cords Thls would have provided an altematlve basis (Fig 15 nght b) for an overall 
assessment Or he could, by s~m~lar  expenment, have explored a wider range of tylng posslblllties 
Judgement would st111 have been called form dec~dlng how close the tbnlst could safely approach the 
boundaries of the chosen representatwe cross sechon In one sense ~t would have been more clear-cut 
than that called for by the three mathematlcians' approach Brit th~s  would be so only if other lmplted 
judgements about such thlngs as the valld~ty talung thls cross sectlon as a bass were not made expllclt 

The present situation 

We thus see that netther approach was wholly successful For first attempts, with no precedents 
as a guide and confronted by snch a d~fficult structure, t h ~ s  is hardly surprising But the three 
mathematlcians did pant the way ahead. 

Even today, wlth much more powerful analyt~cal techniques at our d~sposal, we must st111 model 
complex s~tuations as much slmpler ones Judgements must st111 be made and the cholce of 
analyt~cal techmque and model should be as conduc~ve as posslble to proper judgement '' 
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